From CHAOS to...Pandora
[To accompany Groton and May, Chapter 3: “Pandora’s Box”]

CHAOS

/ \ 
URANUS [Heaven] = GAEA/GE [Earth]

/ \ 
Titans: CRONUS IAPETUS = CLYMENE

/ \ 
ZEUS PRONOE = PROMETHEUS EPIMETHEUS = PANDORA

/ \ 
DEUCALION PYRRHA

J. W. Waterhouse
(1849-1917)

Description:
PANDORA’S BOX is a comprehensive 3 CD/cassette set documenting Aerosmith’s years with Columbia (1972-1982). Among the 52 digitally remastered songs are 20 previously-unreleased recordings, alternate versions, unreleased live performances, rehearsal tapes and pre-Aerosmith recordings from Steven Tyler’s band Chain Reaction.